Handwritten string recognition has been struggling with connected patterns fiercely. Segmentationfree and over-segmentation frameworks are commonly applied to deal with this issue. For the past years, RNN combining with CTC has occupied the domain of segmentation-free handwritten string recognition, while CNN is just employed as a single character recognizer in the over-segmentation framework. The main challenges for CNN to directly recognize handwritten strings are the appropriate processing of arbitrary input string length, which implies arbitrary input image size, and reasonable design of the output layer. In this paper, we propose a sequence labeling convolutional network for the recognition of handwritten strings, in particular, the connected patterns. We properly design the structure of the network to predict how many characters present in the input images and what exactly they are at every position. Spatial pyramid pooling (SPP) is utilized with a new implementation to handle arbitrary string length. Moreover, we propose a more flexible pooling strategy called FSPP to adapt the network to the straightforward recognition of long strings better. Experiments conducted on handwritten digital strings from two benchmark datasets and our own cell-phone number dataset demonstrate the superiority of the proposed network.
Introduction
Handwritten string recognition has attracted intensive attention in recent years due to its vast applications in both industrial projects and financial transactions, such as mail sorting system and bank check processing. A straightforward solution is to segment strings into components which correspond to single characters or part of them, and then analyze the recognition results of each component or their combination to calculate the optimal integrated result. This traditional strategy is called over-segmentation framework. The alternative methods resort to segmentation-free framework, which directly recognizes the whole input strings without segmenting. For example, some researchers try to obviate segmenting by utilizing Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)/Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) combining with Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) in the task of handwritten string recognition. This strategy has been flourishing since the revival of deep learning due to its integrated structure. For these two frameworks, the former requires sophisticated techniques about over segmenting, touch splitting, single character recognizing and best path searching, while the latter needs plenty of training data.
Liu's group has proposed many efficient algorithms based on the over-segmentation framework such as [Liu et al., 2004] [ Wang et al., 2012] . Particularly, one of their algorithms won the first place on the ICFHR2014 handwritten digit string recognition (HDSR) competition [Diem et al., 2014] . Keysers et al. [Keysers et al., 2016] presented Google's online handwriting recognition system that currently supports 22 scripts and 97 languages. This system also followed the over-segmentation framework and has been publicly available in several Google products such as Google Translate. In these methods, classifiers are trained only for single characters, therefore at the previous stage, it is expected to form intact single characters by over segmenting strokes and combing consecutive ones. Segmentation-free methods based on RNN/LSTM/CTC also achieved comparable performance in the ICFHR2014 HDSR competition [Diem et al., 2014] and showed its superiority to the winner on the most challenging CAR-B dataset. Additionally, this kind of methods are also widely used in other languages such as English [Graves et al., 2009] , Arabic [Graves and Schmidhuber, 2008] , Chinese [Messina and Louradour, 2015] and so forth. It is remarkable that, on the recent ICFHR2016 handwritten text recognition competition [Sanchez et al., 2016] , all of the six submissions are RNN/LSTM/CTC based. In these methods, RNN maps current input to corresponding output with considering its history (namely previous inputs), and CTC is assembled at the output layer to perform sequence labeling without requirement of pre-segmenting inputs and postprocessing network's outputs. To cope with the problem of gradient vanishing, LSTM is proposed as an improvement of the original RNN.
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a popular topic in the field of deep learning and has played dominant roles in many tasks. Numerous sophisticated techniques are studied to promote its expression ability and recognition accuracy. However, few strategies are proposed for sequence labeling with CNN except Goodfellow et al. [Goodfellow et al., 2014] . The main difficulties are posed by the arbitrary input size and the reasonable structure design. Goodfellow et al. [Goodfellow et al., 2014] recognized Street View House Number (SVHN) with CNN by assembling multiple softmax classifiers at the output layer. The first one was employed to predict string length and its prediction result determined how many following classifiers should be taken to figure out target string. But this method separately trained individual classifiers, and saved separate weight matrix for each separate digit classifier. As discussed in [Goodfellow et al., 2014] , for long sequences this could incur too high of a memory cost. Moreover, this method resized input images into a fixed size and alleviated deformation caused by resizing with additional background pixels. This operation also limited the capability of this method. As pointed out by Goodfellow et al., for large maximum length, their method was unlikely to scale well. Besides, the resizing operation is not suitable for handwritten string recognition since the lengths of handwritten strings are significant different, and any resizing operation can cause serious deformation of characters. And in this case, easing deformation by padding additional background pixels will result in heavy computation burden. SPP proposed by He et al. [He et al., 2015] has the capability to handle the arbitrary input sizes without resizing operation. Unfortunately, in order to take advantage of existing GPU implementations (such as cuda-covnet and caffe), He et al. implemented their SPP network by two fixed-size networks sharing parameters and preserved the SPP behaviors by multiple conventional sliding window pooling layers with different pooling sizes and strides. Hence, during the training procedure, training samples still needed to be resized into fixed sizes.
In this paper, we carefully design a sequence labeling convolutional network to recognize handwritten strings, in particular, the intractable connected patterns. SPP is employed with a new implementation so that training samples even in the same batch can own different sizes. For the original SPP, images with different aspect ratios, which indicate different string lengths, share the same scale setting. Intuitively, more features should be extracted for images containing more characters, while fewer features are enough for those with fewer characters. Toward this end, we propose a more flexible pooling strategy called FSPP, which fixes the vertical scale setting and designs different horizon scale setting to images according to their aspect ratios.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed network, we conduct experiments on handwritten digit strings from CVL and ORAND-CAR datasets. Comparison with all the participating methods of ICFHR2014 competition shows the superiority of our proposed network. Furthermore, we collect a cell-phone number dataset named PhPAIS(cell-phone number dataset collected by Lab of Pattern Analysis and Intelligence System) from the real China post images to verify the practicability of FSPP.
Proposed Network
Architecture of the proposed network is depicted in Figure 1 . Four convolutional layers and two mean pooling layers are designed before an Inception module, which is followed by a SPP or FSPP layer. Then the fixed-length features extracted by the SPP or FSPP layer are fed into two fully-connected layers that assembled before the final classifier layer. If we regard SPP or FSPP layer as extracting global features at multiple scales, and Inception module as extracting local features at multiple scales, setting a SPP or FSPP layer after an Inception module [Szegedy et al., 2015] will be beneficial for the model to extract richer information. The goal of the target network is to predict the order concerned sequential characters. Intuitionally, information from two aspects needs to be extracted: (1) how many characters are contained in the input images, and (2) what exactly it is at each position. So we equip the proposed network with two modules named CM, which is short for 'counting module', and PM, which is short for 'prediction module', to predict corresponding information. Apparently, the proposed network is supposed to have a cluster of classifiers rather than a single one. Therefore, we need to blend prediction errors of these classifiers into one structure when we design the cost function for the network.
Model Prediction
Considering an input image X containing N characters D = {d 1 , d 2 , ..., d N }, the objective of the basic approach is to predict N and digit d i at position p i correctly. Suppose the maximal input sequence length as K, which is pre-determined, we design K nodes at CM and K softmax classifiers at PM. Let's denote the prediction result of CM as L, L K, and K prediction results of PM as S = {s 1 , ..., s K }, s i ∈ Φ ∪ {NAN}, where Φ represents the alphabet of characters needed to be predicted and NAN means there is no character showing at this position. In this architecture, we assume that characters are independent from each other. So for a specific sequence with l characters G = {l, g 1 , ..., g l }, l ≤ K, its probability output can be defined as
where p(·) is the probability output of softmax classifiers. The optimal prediction result G = {l , g 1 , ..., g l } of the architecture is determined by
At backward propagating stage, the gradients are back propagated with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with momentum. We denote the batch size as m, then the cost function of the proposed network can be formulated as where X (i) is the input image of the ith sample, which con-
k denotes the prediction result of the kth classifier in PM for the ith sample. This cost function fuses prediction errors of CM and PM into one structure, so we can train all of the softmax classifiers simultaneously by minimizing this function. In order to prevent overfitting, we introduce a weight decay term and rewrite the cost function as
where λ is the weight decay used to control the relative importance of this item, and W denotes the set of weight coefficients of the network. Parameters θ including weight coefficients W and bias b are updated by θ = θ − α∇ θ J, where α is the learning rate. In our design, possibilities of strings with length from 1 to K are calculated and compared with considering all of the classifiers' prediction results. While in Goodfellow's design, if the prediction result of the first classifier is k, the prediction results of the k following classifiers are simply concatenated to obtain the target string and prediction results of other classifiers are omitted. Additionally, unlike Goodfellow's work, which resizes input images into a fixed size, We utilize the re-implemented SPP or FSPP to handle arbitrary input image sizes without any resizing operation.
Implementation of SPP
The input of the SPP layer is a serial of feature maps, each of which needs to be pooled into fixed-length representations at this layer in the way depicted in Figure 2 (a). An input feature map is divided into different bins evenly at each scale, and for the tth scale, there will be t × t = t 2 bins. Then for each bin, we calculate the mean value or max value (mean value is chosen in our experiments) as its representation. Obviously, if we set the overall scale number as T , 1 + 2 2 + ...
features will be obtained for each feature map. We denote the size of an input feature map as a × b. For the tth scale, if a or b cannot be exactly divided by t, bins of the last column or row will share pixels with the previous ones. The procedure of back propagating error terms is described in Figure 2(b) . Firstly, elements of error term vector are mapped into corresponding spatial bins of each scale. Then error terms of proceeding layer are calculated from values of bins at different scales. For the tth scale, we denote error term of bin at position (i, j) as δ t ij , and the error term map of this scale as Γ t . δ t p means the total error term contribution of bins at tth scale to pixel p of certain feature map in previous layer. The final error term of pixel p is calculated by
Note that in the forward procedure, several bins may share same pixels. So error terms are also shared by multiple pix-els in the corresponding backward procedure. Figure 2(c) demonstrates one of the sharing cases. In this situation, δ 3 p is computed by (6) since there are four bins sharing pixel p in the forward procedure.
With above implementation, our network can be trained with samples in arbitrary sizes directly. In the experiments, samples within the same batch may have different sizes, which is different from the implementation in [He et al., 2015] . Theoretically, our implementation can be used to recognize handwritten strings with any length, while the original training strategy proposed in [He et al., 2015] cannot since its resizing step will cause deformation of strings. And the longer the string is, the more serious the deformation becomes.
FSPP Layer
FSPP is different from SPP in the following two aspects: (1) in the vertical direction, the scale is fixed (set to 3 in our work), and (2) in the horizontal direction, the setting of scale is dynamically changed according to the aspect ratios of input images. The procedure of feature extraction is shown in Figure 3 . As we can see, in the SPP strategy, 30 features are extracted for both images containing '78' and '83920' when the sale is set to 4. While in the FSPP strategy, 18 features are extracted for the former and 45 features are extracted for the latter when the scale is set to 3 and 5 for them, respectively. , the scale will be set as 3 in the FSPP layer, and each node N d will connect with 3 × (1 + 2 + 3) × M = 18M features totally. In practice, we need the image sizes together with raw image pixels flow into the network together so that the GPU can determine pooling scales for individual images at this layer directly.
Experiments
We conduct experiments on handwritten digit strings obtained from CVL and ORAND-CAR datasets (provided by Diem et al. [Diem et al., 2014] ) to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed network, and compare its performance with all the participating methods of ICFHR2014 HDSR competition. To further verify the practicability of the proposed network and the priority of the FSPP layer, we carry out experiments on our own cell-phone number dataset named PhPAIS. Figure 5 exhibits some samples, where ORAND-CAR is split into CAR-A and CAR-B since its images are obtained from real checks provided by two banks, and some digits of the PhPAIS dataset are covered for privacy protection. Distribution of the samples in each dataset with respect to string length is shown in Table 1 . Our network uses Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) as activation function, and the learning rate initialized at 0.01 drops 50% after each epoch. The precision is defined as the number of correctly recognized strings divided by the total number of strings, which is the same as the hard metric defined in ICFHR2014 competition [Diem et al., 2014] . The system is coded in Matlab, C++ and CUDA language without using any other open framework like caffe.
Training of the Proposed Network
From Table 1 we can see that the length of digit strings ranges from 2 to 11. But it does not mean all of the digits are totally connected (as shown in Figure 5 ). Actually, handwritten digit strings usually consist of single digits and connect patterns with shorter length, and it is not hard to split these digit strings. Therefore, our network only needs to deal with the single digits and the connected patterns. According to our statistics, the dominant lengths of connected patterns in CVL and CAR datasets is 1, 2 and 3, so it is reasonable to set the maximal input sequence length K = 3 for CVL and CAR datasets. The connection situation of PhPAIS is more serious, therefore we set K = 5 for this dataset.
To train the proposed network, we generate new datasets by manually cropping the digit images from CVL, CAR-A, CAR-B and PhPAIS, and naming them as cropped- CVL, croppedCAR-A, croppedCAR-B and croppedPhPAIS, respectively. The new datasets are composed of single digits and strings with 1 to 5 digits. Corresponding distribution is presented in Table 2 .
Recognition accuracies of the proposed network with respect to different string length on croppedCVL, croppedCAR-A and croppedCAR-B datasets are shown in Table 3 . Since the connection situation of these datasets are not very serious, we just use SPP layer in this network and set the scale to 4 in this layer. As we can see, though the background of ORAND-CAR is very complicated, our proposed network is still capable of achieving the accuracies higher than 95% on both croppedCAR-A and croppedCAR-B datasets. We attribute the success to the deep and properly designed network structure and to the huge amount of training samples. Additionally, though CAR-B is the most challenging dataset among CVL, CAR-A and CAR-B, which is summarized by [Diem et al., 2014] , our network achieves the best performance on croppedCAR-B dataset in Table  3 , especially for strings with length of three. The reason is implied in Table 3 , where the amount of training samples in croppedCAR-B is about two times of that in croppedCVL or croppedCAR-A. So we can figure out that more samples are very helpful for improving the performance of the proposed network, and it is very likely to improve the accuracies on croppedCVL and croppedCAR-A by providing more training samples.
Performance of the Proposed Network
We compare our method with the submissions of ICFHR2014 HDSR competition under the same evaluation metrics. To recognize handwritten strings in CVL and ORAND-CAR, we coarsely segment original images into single digits and connected patterns by using horizontal projection and connected component analysis. Then the trained sequence labeling network is used to recognize each segment and the final results are obtained by simply joining the recognition results of all segments together.
Comparison results are shown in Table 4 . Obviously, the proposed method achieves the highest mean accuracy on the , 2008] . The combination of k-NN and SVM is supposed to be an over-segmentation method while the combination of SVM and MDRNN is a segmentation-free method. Besides that, Pernambuco takes real data extracted from Brazilian bank checks of last decades into account. Singapore combines HOG feature and RNN to handle this task, but due to the small amount of training samples, it doesn't perform well. From Figure 5 we can see that both CAR-A and CAR-B are disturbed by background clutter and suffer from character connection problem. It seems there is no difference between these two datasets. However, according to Table 3 , the dominant length of CAR-A is four and five, while it is five and six for CAR-B. The little difference has caused large margin in recognition accuracy. As shown in Table 4 , all the methods achieved higher accuracy in CAR-A than CAR-B except Singapore. Apparently, these methods are very sensitive to string length. However, our method achieves very similar accuracy on the two datasets, which implies that the proposed method is more robust to string length. We blame the low accuracy of 
Comparison of SPP and FSPP on PhPAIS Dataset
The superiority of the proposed FSPP is evaluated on the Ph-PAIS dataset. Images in this dataset suffer from much longer string length (mostly 11) and more serious connection situation (maximal string length of connected patterns is up to 5). The proposed network is evaluated under four settings, which share the same configuration except the SPP/FSPP layer. Details and recognition results are shown in Table 5 . Aspect ratio intervals of FSPP in setting 3 and 4 are (0, 0.5), [0.5, 0.9) and [0.9, ∞). Network trained on the croppedPhPAIS is used to recognize the full-length strings of the PhPAIS dataset by cooperating with some simple coarse segmentation strategies.
Comparing recognition results of the first two settings we can figure out that, reducing scales of the SPP layer will not cause significant performance degradation to the short strings, which means too many features is redundant and unnecessary for short strings. In contrast, a larger performance degradation can be observed on longer strings. Intuitively, longer strings need richer features to discriminate characters at each position, so increasing scales is preferable to reducing them. Overall, scale reduction leads to a performance degradation of 2% on the PhPAIS dataset. When the more flexible FSPP is employed, different scales are set according to aspect ratios that related to string lengths. Obviously, the performance degradation is alleviated in a large degree and only 0.16% accuracy reduction is caused. Furthermore, we can reducing scales for short strings and increasing scales for long strings at the same time by using FSPP as the forth setting does. By this means, performance is slightly improved when comparing the first and the last setting. In conclusion, the proposed FSPP is a better choice for strings with longer string lengths and more serious connection situation.
Conclusions
This paper presents a sequence labeling convolutional neural network for handwritten string recognition. We re-implement the SPP layer to handle the arbitrary string length problem, and design an output layer with multiple softmax classifiers to deal with sequence labeling issue. Additionally, we propose a more flexible pooling strategy called FSPP on the basis of SPP to promote the performance of the proposed network on long strings. The proposed network directly recognize handwritten strings without segmenting them, so the challenges posed by connected patterns are avoided. Experimental results show that by combining with some simple coarse segmentation strategies, the proposed network can be utilized to process longer strings. Theoretically, the proposed network can be generalized to any languages or scripts.
